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Project aim
Review the current rating model for industrial and business clients, in order to:
 improve the overall risk prevention effectiveness in the acquisition phase
 check the consistency of actual evaluation criteria vs. the Italian market
 identify any significant new risk drivers to be included in the credit rating evaluation
 implement the new credit scoring system
 guarantee segregation of duties, track each action on evaluations with the use of different profiles
 provide reporting capabilities to monitor credit check result
 implement an integrated end-to-end credit management process

Approach and medotodology
data collection






Definition of Default
Defining the scope of data
mining
Data collection
Data cleaning and checking
- Check duplication and inconsistent status
- Identify and manage outliers

multivariate analysis
and validation

univariate analysis








Identification of the list of potential
variables
Variable selection
Definition of working hypothesis
Verifying monotonicity with respect to default risk (empirical and
structural monotonicity)
Analysis of the discriminant power of the variables (calculation Accuracy Ratio)
Calibration of the model: definition
of the thresholds to be associated
with single variables




Defining weights and scoring function
definition (e.g. by a linear function)
Predictive model validation: application of the model and analysis results
(e.g. performance of the default rate
for different classes of score)

Credit rating application
Credit Rating Decisional Engine is a standard three level web
application collecting data from:
 internal data from Customer Intelligence data warehouse
 external info provider
 user input data
Credit Checks Evaluations

Scoring Distribution Evolution

Smooth transition to the new model through
the use of a “concept tool”. Impressive
growth of evaluation process efficiency

Target of improved scoring
distribution fully achieved

Rating project fully met expectations in terms of volumes and
outcomes distribution

